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The writer is on the right track with their script, and overall, it was an interesting 
read, but the reader felt there could be some things that need to be worked on in 
the next draft. For a script like this, the reader would suggest trimming the 
number of pages down to about 110 pages or so, maybe 120 if the writer is really 
passionate about this film. An important thing about scripts is, don’t be boring. 
There were a lot of moments in the script where scenes lacked conflict and didn’t 
drive the plot forward. We understand most of the film centers around the porn 
industry, but there could’ve been more conflict on the porn sets. For example, 
maybe one of the actors forgets their line or doesn’t follow a specific order the 
director gives them or something. The audience wants to be entertained when 
watching this film and be drawn into what’s happening on screen. There’s nothing 
wrong with having frequent nudity, but the writer should really be focusing on the 
importance of why it’s there. For example, was the brief hospital bath scene on 
page 85 necessary? Another thing the writer could work on is “showing” a 
character’s emotions instead of telling the reader. If someone, for example, is 
stressed or worried, show that character’s emotion. What does it look like? On 
page 82 for example, an action line says, “Tony is disgusted. He is furious, but 
represses his anger and downs his drink.” There’s a big difference between being 
disgusted and being furious. Tony downing his drink would show him being 
disgusted or furious with something. Speaking of action lines, it’s important to 
note that each line of action should be in present tense. Instead of saying, 
“Ronnie is waiting in Blake’s Escalade when Tony walks up with his carry-on 
luggage”, the writer could improve the action by saying something like, “Ronnie 
impatiently waits in Blake’s Escalade. Suddenly, Tony walks up with his carry-on 
luggage.” On a minor note, the writer could trim the big blocks of action every 
four or five lines or so, same thing with dialogue too. 
 

Overall Impression 6 
Concept 6 
Plot 5 
Dialogue 6 
Structure 6 
Characters 7 



Compared to other films like this, Hardcore kind of reminds the writer of the 
movie “Boogie Nights”, but instead it follows a film student, who directs 
pornographic films. Although the idea of the film overall is kind of different, 
audiences might not be interested in seeing something that’s kind of similar to 
something that has already been made. Based on the amount of nudity the script 
has, there are ways the writer could make this script more appealing to 
audiences, mainly by tweaking the story around a little bit more so if this film 
does get made, audiences won’t compare this film to something else such as 
“Boogie Nights” for example. 
 
The film opens with a title card explaining some facts about the average career 
for both men and women in the porn industry, yet the reader isn’t quite too sure 
if the writer is talking about porn actors or what another job that’s behind the 
scenes. It’s important for the writer to be a little bit clearer on the fact stated, and 
even provide a source of where they got the information from. From the first 
opening shot, the writer sets the world of the film and sets the tone from the 
start. Throughout the film, we get an idea of what happens behind the scenes of a 
porn shoot and are slowly introduced to various characters throughout. Although 
there were some interesting scenes, the writer was missing the message of the 
film. What are we supposed to take away from all of this? The writer could 
improve the plot by focusing on the protagonist and his struggles of whatever 
he’s going through, and make it less focused on the porn industry as a whole. 
From the start, it was hard to tell who we should be focused on. and the writer 
needs to make sure there’s a clear protagonist, which might be Chris, if the reader 
had to take an educated guess. At the same time, the plot needs to have some 
kind of antagonistic force or physical antagonist. What is the hero’s journey and 
what stands in their way? It might be better if the writer makes a beat sheet of 
their script and plot the beats out to make things look more organized and well 
structured. 
 
There were some awkward moments with dialogue in the film, but not a lot. For 
example, on page 10, the dialogue between the officer and Chris didn’t flow well.  
The officer says, “Do you have a gun?” to which Chris responds on the next page, 
“No, someone must of confused my camera for a gun.” The officer responds, “So 
there’s no one up there with a gun?” Chris blankly responds, “No.” It could be 
better for the writer to improve any awkward lines of dialogue such as the 
example given and make it more casual. 


